In this paper, with the intelligent scraper as the research object, studies the application of integrated position navigation algorithm of intelligent scraper by Calman filtering technology, and to achieve the optimal combination of positioning and navigation information fusion, pressing the data of dead reckoning solution process system and laser ranging system to the process of positioning solution at the same time. The simulation results show that the positioning error federated Calman filtering algorithm can effectively reduce positioning error of the integrated system, improve the positioning accuracy of the system.
Introduction
Calman filtering technology is one of the estimation algorithms for random signal. It introduced the concept of the state space of modern control theory in the filtering technology, and system is described by state equation. With the recurrence calculation, it do not need to know the value of measurement of the past, and only according to the measure of a moment ago value and the current value, then it can calculate the recursive estimation of the current value [1, 2, 3] .
CombinedCalman filtering algorithm
Combined Calman filtering algorithm of estimated the unrelated conditions by each filter. If the sub filter estimate is independent. For the two local filter（N=2）, a local state estimation for 1 ∧ X and 2 ∧ X ,and corresponding error of the estimation is P 11 and P 22 . Considering the k X global state estimation mixed is a linear combination of the local state estimation, i.e. 
Using mathematical induction, the above results can be extended to the N cases of a local state estimation.
（7）
Combined Calman filtering algorithm of estimated the related conditions by each filter.In general, all the filters are related, therefore, can make the appropriate transformation for the filtering process using variance upper bound, making the local filtering estimation in fact not related. Setting the state estimation formula of each filter is expressed as follows:
Assuming that distributed the information of noise amount system process into each local filter and the main filter, i.e. According to the principle of conservation of information, we can know:
The initial information of state estimation 1 0 − P can also be assigned according to the method. If the information can be the same distribution state estimation, i.e. 
Integrated position navigationbased on Calman filtering technology
Intelligent scraper complete autonomous navigating walking mainly rely on the detection of environmental information of roadway tunnel wall combined with electronic map matching in the underground tunnel. Through the fusion of multi sensors information and filtering algorithm with Calman, system estimated the state and direct the scraper travelling. As shown in Figure 1 for the graph of information fusion algorithm of intelligent algorithm scraper. Design of combined with Calman filter structure of Dead reckoning / Laser ranging recognition integrated navigation as shown in figure 2. Combined system consists of dead reckoning system, laser ranging recognition subsystem and main filter based on three components. Two subsystems each has a local Calman filter, used to process detecting dataof dead reckoning system and laser rangefinder / recognition system.Inputting the local state estimation in X d ,X j of subsystem, and the matrix P d ，P j of estimation error covarianceto the main filter and the information of local filter was analyzed and mixed by main filter, and the optimal estimatedX g , P g of the whole system are output. And at the same time according to the information distribution coefficient λ 1 ，λ 2 of a local filter is reset and feedback, as the initial value of the next time iteration, thus the local filter state estimation precision is also improved.
Simulation of integrated navigation algorithm
In order to verify the reckoning and laser rangefinder / landmark recognition integrated navigation algorithm, we made the computer simulation for the real route data of the vehicle, dead reckoning system location data and laser rangefinder / recognition system of location data, and then analyzed the performance of integrated navigation algorithm [4, 5] . As shown in Figure 3 and Figure  4 are respectively given the curve in lateral displacement error of positioning recognition alone for scraper of dead reckoning positioning system and laser ranging positioning system, and Figure 5 is the curve in lateral displacement error of integrated positioning system of scraper. Fig. 3 The curve in lateral displacement error Fig. 4 The curve in lateral displacement error of dead reckoning positioning system of laser ranging positioning system In order to further narrow the positioning error of the integrated navigation system, so that the positioning accuracy need to further improve. The control of the scraper should be more accurate, and the travel route is more reasonable, and does not appear the abnormal vibration of steering appeared in front of the experiment. System simulation is made in this paper for the integrated navigation system using federated Calman filtering algorithm. Figure 6 is the map of estimated positionof system afterCalman filtering processing.
Conclusion
(1)positioning error of alone dead reckoning or Laser ranging location is relatively large.After the combined positioning of dead reckoning and laser ranging identification, the positioning error is significantly reduced, and the error fluctuations is more smooth, so the positioning accuracy is improved significantly. (2)Calman filter can effectively make good estimates of the true value in the relatively large disturbances. Even if the observation is added noise (such as when the tunnel wall is very irregular), Calman filter can filter effectively, and estimate the state of scraper accurately. The positioning error can be effectively reduced for the combined system using federated Calman filtering algorithm, and it can improve the positioning accuracy of the system.
